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Abstract—Zeus is a well-known and effective family of ‘man-in-
the-browser’ malware. This qualitative case study analyses posts
in online cybercrime forums that discuss Zeus configuration.
Online cybercriminals were found to share, sell, steal, and trade
configuration files. The discussions and advertisements on the
forums, which span four years, were found to evolve with market
conditions and externalities, including Zeus being offered as a
subscription service. The release of tools to decrypt configuration
files by security researchers was also closely followed on the
forums, and assisted offenders when it came to stealing configu-
ration files from others.
I. INTRODUCTION
Zeus (sometimes called Zbot) is a family of credential
stealing malware which first emerged into the cybercrime
market in 2007 [2]. It was widely deployed by criminals
for around five years, and newer malware based on similar
principles is in use to this day. Zeus belongs to a class
of malware dubbed ‘man-in-the-browser’ (a play on a ‘man
in the middle attack’) in that it runs on end-user machines
where it can intercept web browser traffic to extract login
credentials or to manipulate the page content displayed to the
user. Additionally, it can steal user credentials for FTP (file)
and POP3 (email) servers as well as cookies (which could be
used to fool websites into treating an attacker as a logged in
user). A detailed account of Zeus capabilities was published
by SecureWorks in 2010 [33].
Although Zeus is most well-known for its success in com-
promising financial transactions, it has also been used against a
multitude of other targets, including the theft of credentials for
webmail accounts and other online services [35]. It achieves
its flexibility by means of ‘configuration files’ that indicate
which websites are to be targeted, which user submitted fields
are to be collected, what webpage rewriting is required and
where the results are to be sent.
Zeus should be seen not as malware that targets particular
banks but as a platform (besides the malware itself there are
other components for receiving stolen data, tracking infections
and controlling infected machines) which eases the task of
crafting an attack on a particular target. It is simpler to provide
a configuration file for Zeus than to develop custom malware
from scratch – but this is still not the simplest of tasks and
requires skill and experience to achieve results.
In this paper we look at the criminal ecosystem surround-
ing Zeus. The code was originally ‘closed source’ and one
had to purchase a copy from the developer(s). However the
source eventually leaked and others extended and improved
it. Development of configuration files was orthogonal to this
evolution of the base platform, but the complexity of these
files seem to have restricted the number of websites actually
targeted. Tajalizadehkhoob et al. [35] examined a large number
of configuration files and described this lack of development
and measured a substantial overlap in the content of different
files. As a result, the authors suggested that offenders were not
developing configuration files from scratch but were selling,
sharing or stealing them.
We further explore this notion that the Zeus platform and
its configuration files might not have been ‘easy to use’ with
a case study examining online forums for indications as to
how offenders shared knowledge about Zeus. We are interested
in how they transmitted information about targets between
themselves, and how they learnt and developed their skills.
While Zeus is the specific subject of this research, we would
expect to find that similar issues and information flows arise
for the offenders participating in other types of online crime
that compromise data and financial security.
This is a qualitative study, using the information we found
on online forums to determine the views and amalgamate the
experiences of the offenders who wanted to use the Zeus mal-
ware. We are not doing quantitative research where we would
be attempting to make precise measurements. The majority of
papers in the computer science literature are quantitative, in
that they count incidents and quantify losses. However, there
is also great value in qualitative research, especially when we
need to understand the structure and nature of a problem in
order to work out what to measure in later studies, or indeed
to even assess what sort of experiments might be conducted
to provide measurable results.
II. THE HISTORY OF ZEUS
Before reporting on the findings from our study of online
forums we set out in this section the details (such as they
are known) of the history of Zeus and explain some of the
technicalities of how it actually works.
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A. Zeus: The authors
There has been some speculation as to who authored Zeus,
the number of authors involved, and if authorship has changed
over time. Bottazzi and Me [5] claim that a Russian group of
five developers known as ‘UpLevel’ started developing Zeus
in 2005. In 2011, the source code of Zeus version 2.0.8.9 was
leaked. Layton and Azab [25] conducted authorship analysis
of this version, concluding that while the majority of the code
was written by one author, for some modules it appeared they
relied on the assistance of others to add functionality.
In 2010, it was reported that the Zeus author was retiring
and the source code had been sold to the author of SpyEye,
a competing toolkit [23]. Additionally, since the leak in 2011,
there have been many new variants of the toolkit, which have
further developed the leaked source code [2], [25].
Developing malware does not come without risks, although
jurisdiction does create difficulties for law enforcement. In
2014, Aleksandr Andreevich Panin, believed to be the main au-
thor of SpyEye, pleaded guilty to developing and distributing
the malware [13]. A Russian national, he was arrested whilst in
transit through the United States [13], and later received a nine
year, six month sentence for conspiracy to commit wire and
bank fraud [24]. His ‘business partner’, Hamza Bendelladj,
received a 15 year sentence for helping Panin develop and
market the SpyEye kit, as well as running his own botnet [24].
In 2015, the FBI announced a US$3M bounty for information
relating to another Russian individual, who they believe to be
the original Zeus author, and controller of a botnet known as
‘GameOver’ [23].
B. Zeus: The users
A user who wishes to steal credentials obtains a version of
the Zeus toolkit, which contains a builder to create the exe-
cutable and configuration files [4], [39]. This may be a public,
free version, or they may purchase the very latest version,
typically through an online marketplace [39]. Despite reports
that the toolkit costs thousands of dollars to purchase [1], [39],
this is apparently a ‘competitive price’ [4], that is to say, it is
not seen as excessive.
Wyke explains the toolkit mechanics in a 2011 Sophos
whitepaper [39]. The toolkit user creates a configuration file to
customise the malware, to tell it what to do and where to send
the data it steals. The ‘builder’ from the toolkit is then used to
convert the configuration file to a binary format and encrypt
the result. The result is stored on a website and the URL, along
with a decryption key, is embedded into a malware executable
which is then ‘packed’ to compress the file and obscure its
contents (thereby making it harder for anti-virus software to
detect [1], [7]).
The malware must then be delivered to victims so that
it will be executed and compromise their systems. Common
distribution methods include the use of file sharing networks,
drive-by-download exploits, and social engineering [7]. Some
Zeus toolkit users employed ‘pay-per-install’ services, which
distribute the malware to thousands of victims for a fee [7].
In addition, a built-in component of the malware called a
‘spreader’ could cause further systems to be compromised
by infecting USB drives, or by sending unauthorised instant
messages through victims’ social media accounts [31].
Once downloaded and installed, the malware visits the
website where the configuration file is located for instructions
on how to behave [39]. The collection of infected computers
that have the same malware on it is referred to as a botnet (and
the individual computers as ‘bots’ or ‘zombies’). The botnet
can be controlled by the Zeus user through a command and
control (C&C) server [4], [5].
The C&C server interface is a component of the Zeus
toolkit, and permits monitoring of the status of the botnet,
the issuing of commands, and the retrieval of data [4], [39].
Any particular version of the toolkit will create a similar
executable, but the configuration details will be unique to the
user and hence disjoint botnets are created [35]. Therefore,
a compromised computer can be infected multiple times and
become a member of multiple botnets [39].
The configuration file contains two sections: static and
dynamic [4], [39]. The static section of the configuration file
includes the instructions that are written into the configuration
file when it is built, such as the web address where it is
located, and how often updates should be checked for [39].
The dynamic options allow the malware to be customised by
the user, and can be remotely updated [39].
As well as the location where data is to be sent, and how
to update the executable and configuration, the configuration
file contains instructions on what websites are to be targeted,
and how. The options include logging keystrokes (keylogging),
collecting data entered into web forms (form grabbing), taking
snapshots when the mouse is clicked, redirecting the web
session to other sites, hijacking DNS requests, and dynamic
alterations to web pages (webinjects) [6], [39]. A variety of
mechanisms may be used to harvest the Transaction Authenti-
cation Numbers (TANs) that are used by some financial institu-
tions for multi-factor authentication, including the installation
of malicious phone applications to intercept SMS [6].
The information for webinjects is contained within the
configuration, including the URLs of the targeted websites
and the modification instructions that cause additional content
to be added to the original web pages [4], [6]. For example,
additional fields to be completed by a visitor may be inserted
into webforms to ask the victim for their PIN or social security
number when they access their online banking system [39].
The stolen data, which may include email addresses, pass-
words, online bank account credentials, credit card numbers,
as well as TANs, are then sent to the location referred to in
the configuration file [4].
Some webinjects can be used to transfer funds from the
victim’s bank account, including mechanisms to hide the
transaction and show an amended account balance so that it is
undetected by the victim [6]. Attacks using webinjects are typ-
ically referred to as ‘Man-in-the-Browser’ (MitB) attacks [6].
Webinjects are tailored to the targeted URL, and may include
ways to circumvent security measures that are put in place to
prevent attacks [6].
The data stolen using Zeus may be utilised by the user
themselves for financial gain, or sold in online black markets.
It is within these marketplaces that the Zeus toolkit is pur-
chased [1], [4], [6], [9], [23], [36]. In addition to the sale of
hardware and software used for stealing data, and the data that
are stolen through their use, the marketplaces facilitate other
parts of this underground economy, such as advertising various
services to turn data into money [16], [17], [21], [26], [40].
Some of those that have used the Zeus toolkit and es-
tablished their own botnets have come to police attention.
The trend appears to be towards group prosecutions, which
includes those who are alleged to be money mules or involved
in money laundering. By 2012, at least 24 defendants had been
sentenced in the US, including overseas students recruited
to open bank accounts using fake identification [12]. In the
UK, 14 individuals were arrested in 2010 relating to the use
of Zeus. They attempted to steal £4.2M, although successful
transactions amounted to £2.8M. Five individuals in this group
have been sentenced, with sentences ranging from 40 months
to four and a half years in prison. Outcomes for the remaining
nine alleged offenders have not been made known [20]. Further
prosecutions are likely following five arrests in Ukraine of
those suspected of developing, distributing, and exploiting
Zeus and SpyEye [11].
C. Zeus: The victims and targets
The term ‘victim’ may be confused with ‘target’; however,
when considering Zeus we consider the victim to be the person
whose computer is infected with the malware (and becomes
part of a Zeus botnet) whose credentials may be compromised.
We use the term ‘target’ for any institution (often a bank)
which operates a website that a particular version of the
malware has been configured to react to when the victim
makes a visit.
D. The evolution of Zeus
As with many other types of software, Zeus has adapted
and changed with market conditions and externalities. It is
important to understand the nature of these changes, as they
provide a context to our research findings, which examines
how offenders responded to the evolution of the malware.
Zeus was originally ‘closed source’ malware and to obtain
a copy users had to purchase a license, which enabled their
personal use. As new variants were developed, public versions
were released free-of-charge. The public versions were older,
or provided less functionality than the private versions [9],
[39]. This follows the ‘freemium’ business model, whereby
basic products or services are provided at no cost to attract
buyers to the premium counterpart [10].
After the source code for Zeus 2.0.8.9 was leaked in
2011, new ways to monetise the malware evolved. Following
the ‘as-a-service’ business model, Zeus began being offered
as a subscription service. Bottazzi and Me [5] suggest that
subscription based services for botnets are attractive for a
variety of reasons. For the provider, it maximises earnings
by providing the same service to multiple users. For the
user of the service, the benefits are in a reduction in the
initial financial outlay, while outsourcing the logistical and
maintenance requirements, and reducing the risk of failure to
achieve results.
In parallel with this, the leaked source code was used as the
basis for developing many new variants of the malware [2].
Particularly successful toolkits that were based on the leaked
source code included ‘Citadel’, and a variety of peer-to-peer
(P2P) botnets, including ‘GameOver’ [2]. P2P botnets do not
use a centralised C&C server, and thus are more resilient to
takedown efforts [2].
There have been several efforts to take down Zeus and other
botnets, mainly orchestrated by Microsoft. Initially, disruption
attempts focused on removing the malware infections. In Oc-
tober 2010, Microsoft added Zeus detection to their Malicious
Software Removal Tool, with almost half a million infected
computers cleaned up in just the first month [8]. In 2012,
Microsoft obtained a court order to, amongst other things,
‘sinkhole’ a Zeus botnet, by redirecting traffic, transferring
domain names, and disabling IP addresses [15], [27] (albeit
this action was not without controversy, see [22]).
In a later takedown operation against Citadel, a Zeus variant,
in 2013, Microsoft obtained an order that allowed it to
modify the malicious code, by sending out a ‘stop’ command,
and if not cleaned up, placing the victim inside a ‘walled
garden’ [15]. Microsoft was once again criticised, as it was
argued that they did not obtain the consent of the owner of
the infected computer before modifying the code or limiting
their access to the Internet [15]. In 2014, an international effort
was also successful, if only for a limited time [31], in taking
down the P2P botnet ‘GameOver Zeus’, the variant believed
to be operated by the original Zeus author [23].
Security researchers, both in academia and industry, have
continually monitored Zeus variants, and, in turn, the mal-
ware authors have developed new ways to frustrate this. For
example, the configuration files in Zeus 1.0 used a simple
encryption key, which could be easily decrypted by those who
knew the algorithm and, in September 2009, a decryption tool
was released [29]. This was overcome with Zeus 2.0, which
introduced more layers to encrypt the configuration file [39].
However, this was again defeated in May 2010, when a tool
to decrypt these configuration files, developed through reverse
engineering, was released for security research [30].
III. A CRIMINOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE
A. Target selection
Criminological research into target selection by burglars
has found that a ‘rational choice’ approach is used. The bur-
glars select unoccupied, accessible, and well situated premises
that appeared to contain high value belongings [28], [38].
Hutchings [18] analysed data relating to active and current
cybercrime offenders involved in unauthorised access offences
and computer frauds to explore how they selected their targets.
In some cases, the offender was familiar with the target,
although other targets were indiscriminately selected, solely
by chance. Nonetheless, Hutchings found that these offenders
were also using a rational choice approach, selecting targets
that were perceived to be ‘easy targets’, those with known
vulnerabilities, and targets providing a high reward.
In relation to Zeus, Tajalizadehkhoob et al. [35] explored
target selection by examining 11 000 configuration files dating
from January 2009 to March 2013. The 2 131 botnets identified
in this period targeted 2 412 unique domains. Categorised by
Alexa, 32% of the targets were financial service providers,
11% were other industry segments, and 57% were uncat-
egorised. Targets that were consistently under attack were
located in 13 countries, and 90% were financial service
providers. On average, 119 of the 601 domains attacked each
month were new targets, when compared to the previous
month. Thus it appears that Zeus users were using a rational
choice approach that was optimised for stealing money from
banks.
B. Knowledge transmission
Sutherland [32] theorised that criminal behaviour is nor-
mal behaviour learnt in interaction with others. Sutherland’s
‘theory of differential association’ consists of nine specific
points. Summarised, these points indicate that criminal be-
haviour is learnt in interaction with other persons in intimate
personal groups. What is learnt includes both the techniques
of committing crime, and ‘motives, drives, rationalisations and
attitudes’ [34] either favourable or unfavourable to committing
crime. Crime is committed when those definitions favourable
to committing crime exceed those unfavourable to crime [34].
There are two basic elements of differential association.
The first is the cognitive element, or the content of what
is learnt. This includes the specific techniques to commit
crime, whether it be lock breaking or, in the case of Zeus,
technical expertise, as well as the definitions favourable to
committing crime [37]. Sutherland [34] did not specify the
learning mechanisms, simply stating that “the process of
learning criminal behaviour . . . involves all of the mechanisms
that are involved in any other learning”. The second element of
differential association is the associations with other people in
intimate personal groups where the learning takes place [37].
In relation to cybercrime, there is strong evidence that
the associations with others take place online, particularly
through the use of IRC and online forums [9], [14], [16], [19],
[21], [40], [41]. Hutchings’ [19] analysis of court documents
and interviews with offenders and law enforcement officers
found that cybercrime offenders are highly networked and
cooperate with each other to commit offences. This takes place
in online marketplaces, which enable and facilitate organised
crime through the sale of malware to conduct attacks, the data
obtained from attacks, such as compromised credentials, and
services offered by skilled specialists [21].
IV. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The aim of the current research is to explore three topics re-
lating to how Zeus financial malware is discussed by offenders
in online stolen data forums. The first question relates to target
selection; specifically what evidence is there for offenders
sharing, stealing, or selling configurations for different targets?
The second question is what information is transmitted and
shared between offenders about how to use configuration files?
The third question asks how these discussions have changed
with the evolution of the malware?
V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
To conduct our study, we relied on a dataset of cybercrime
forum contents that had been seized, taken down, or leaked,
covering various periods of time that go back as far as 2002.
This law-enforcement curated dataset includes around 120
forums of various sizes and it has been carefully indexed.
The dataset was searched for the presence of posts using the
combination of ‘configuration’ and ‘config’, with ‘zeus’ and its
synonyms, ‘zbot’ and ‘z-bot’. Only messages that would have
been public were searched and retrieved. The researchers did
not have direct access to the datasets, but specified the terms
to be used for searching and then received the results of the
searches for analysis.
The searches turned up 65 separate communications on nine
forums, dating from November 2008 to October 2012. The
results provided included the forum name, the username, the
board, name of the thread, date and time, and the content of
the messages. The communications were in English (60.0%),
German (6.2%), and Russian (33.8%). Experienced computer
science researchers with native language skills and subject
matter expertise translated the German and Russian posts.
The forum content was analysed using qualitative content
analysis procedures. A qualitative research design was selected
for its ability to provide a deeper understanding of offending
behaviour than may be achieved through a quantitative design.
Qualitative research captures nuances and provides richness to
data that may not otherwise be quantifiable [3].
The content provided in the next section has been provided
verbatim, either as it appears in the original data or how
it has been translated. On occasion, potentially identifying
information has been removed, quotes have been reduced for
reasons of parsimony, and sometimes explanations have been
provided for the reader.
VI. RESEARCH FINDINGS
A. What evidence is there that offenders share, steal, or sell
configurations for different targets?
It appears that there are multiple ways in which information
and data for configuring Zeus is transmitted between partic-
ipants on the discussion forums. Indications that offenders
shared, stole, and sold configurations could be found. Addi-
tionally, as will be discussed in the findings relating to the
second research question, it was found that offenders traded
in configuration files.
The earliest exchange, dating from 2008, starts with the
question “Hi, I got ahold of Zeus 1.1 but its missing the
config file. Can anyone point me to where I can find one?”
The response, received the same day, includes what appears to
be a list of webinjects. In total, 162 targets are listed, mainly
banks and financial institutions located worldwide, as well as
social media, online trading, and gambling sites. Interestingly,
one of the targets listed is webmoney.ru, a Russian payment
provider often used in stolen data markets.
There was some indication, albeit limited, that configuration
files for Zeus were being sold. In 2009, an advertisement for
Zeus was posted that offered the binary file for 150Wme (Web-
Money), or the builder for e3 500 (approximately US$4,400
at the time). The advertisement included a reference to a
configuration file, indicating that it was included in the offer.
The advertisement, which was in German, had been posted
multiple times on the one forum under a single username.
In relation to stealing configurations, there was an indica-
tion that this took place, however it was frowned upon. An
exchange from 2009, translated from Russian, begins with a
query about restoring an encrypted configuration file. A terse
response was received shortly after: “There are no such in
public and will not be any time soon. PS: do not spam in pm”.
While ‘public’ may have referred to a public version of the
malware, in this case, it may refer to the board being publicly
accessible, and that such matters should not be discussed there.
The reference to private messages (‘pm’), could hence be
understood that the person does not want to be contacted about
getting access to private boards, or does not want to provide
assistance. A few days later, no response having been received,
the original poster again asked for guidance. This time, the
response was aggressive in nature:
It is not good to steal from your own people. Those
who unpack other people’s configs are not just a
deceivers but bitches. Instead of being useful to do
something they do bull shit. Where are you fuck
come from!?
B. What information is transmitted and shared between of-
fenders about how to use configuration files?
All of the information we found that discussed the detail of
Zeus configuration was shared in response to a question being
posed, for example:
Hey, I’ve never configured zeus before so I was
wondering if someone could look at my entries
under WebFilters and tell me if they are formatted
correctly, or if it will break my .exe. Thanks :) [...]
Not all questions elicited a response, and initially this post
went unanswered. The following day, the author of the above
post commented on the lack of advice, yet also provided the
answer to the question they had asked:
Thanks again for all the help, you guys have been
great. :rolleyes: If any other Zeus newbies are won-
dering, the method above IS correct, but I would not
recommend leaving the addresses so open, it will fill
your logs with junk. Instead specify the path to the
bank log in page, not just the bank web page. The
downside to this is that unless you take the time to
manually find every form page on the website and
enter it into the list, you may miss out on some extra
data if the user starting filling out a loan application
online or something. If anyone disagrees with this,
please let me know so I can fix my config file. I’m
learning this as I go. [...]
This post then generated an exchange with an additional
three users around various versions of Zeus. Some of the
discussions about which versions to use included a focus on
security, with references to cleaning out any backdoors placed
there by the author, and bots being stolen when public versions
of the toolkit were used. Also discussed in this thread was the
use of spreading mechanisms to disseminate the malware:
I have read in like 4 forums that 1.2.9.x is newest
private, still no built in ff [Firefox browser] or
wmz [compressed enhanced metafile for windows]
grabber from what I read. Looks like you need to
purchase the modules to give that ability. Regarding
your advice, i’m looking for a good worm to bind
to. Have you ever found something like a spreader?
you just bind your exe to it and it will do lan
spread/p2p spread/torrent posting/warez posting etc.
?? that would be great.
The response refers to the trade, as well as sale, of configura-
tion details:
I want to know the updates of new version,yes, ff
grabber is not built in the builder its a external
library, [username] seems that he have it but dont
want to sell or trade lol There are many spreaders
public also private if you want to pay for it, but you
just can use any RAT crypt it and add spreading
options (usb is good, torrent/gnutella also)
There were additional references to the trade of information
elsewhere in the data. One username was used to post in two
forums, indicating that they have a builder and have infected
bots. They have several troubleshooting queries as they cannot
see the bots on cpanel (a web hosting control panel), and
seek information about the configuration file. The messages
are similar in content, and posted within half an hour of each
other. However, in the later post the user refers to previous
assistance provided (emphasis added):
i have set-up zeus but bots not joining cpanel, am
sure i got a bot coz i copy the created zeus bot.exe
to my friend’s pc and run it there, so am sure his pc
is infected but it didnt join the cpanel, why these?
secondly, am having problem with the config, below
is an extract from the zeus config file: [...] this will
be the config.bin file i get when i click on create
config on the zeus builder,right? [...] should i leave
this as it is? coz i cant find any .php file called ip.php
in the zeus package, if need to change, what i change
it to? encryption key “secret key” the encryption key
i put here must be same with the one i put into
zeus during installation,right? [...] I cant find any
cfg1.bin file in the zeus package? and when i click
build config as you guys susgested, its wants to save
it as “config.bin” ...where would i find the cfg1.bin
file or i should leave as it is? Help me on these guys,
please.
It appears that the earlier post goes unanswered, however the
post referred to above elicits a response that refers to assistance
given in exchange, or bartered, for something unknown, which
is claimed was not received:
[username] i helped you to sut up this shit where is
ur part of deal ???????????
There were additional cases where the same username was
used in multiple different forums, presumably by the same
individual. One username in particular was found posing
questions about Zeus configuration, as well as participating
in discussions on this topic, such as the following relating to
capturing screenshots for specified URLs:
To elaborate on this a bit further, you can set filters
in the zeus config to take a screen shot every time
the mouse is clicked on a specific web page. so for
example, every time they click on a letter on the
virtual keyboard it captures the image so you can
see what letters/numbers they click on.
There were some indications that, once assistance was pro-
vided, posts were deleted and hence they were not available for
this study. One thread on a Russian-language forum contained
a threat titled ‘Zeus config entry’, which contained the sole
comment ‘delete plz’. Another thread title translated from
German to ‘close + del please’. While the original post had
indeed been deleted, it could be seen that the discussion
originally related to Zeus configuration, as the conversation
had continued:
There is also an option for this on the WEBpanel and
config can indeed be updated independently from the
server. Thus, it’s not a problem at all.
Two posts were found that linked and quoted excerpts from
news stories and blogs that related to Zeus. One related to the
methods that offenders were using, while the other post was
in relation to the work done by the security industry to track
the malware.
C. How have these discussions changed with the evolution of
the malware?
Earlier, we refer to a thread that discusses decrypting the
configuration file, with the original poster being accused of
stealing the configuration file. The thread did not end there,
as a few days later another user joined in the conversation,
providing a link to a decryption tool [29], which had been
released only the month before:
[...] Here is decryption tool: [URL] There you will
need to run a ZeuS build first, then run the decryptor
and specify the path to the config that needs decod-
ing. In general, if you do not succeed, try to revers
engineer Zeus code. The author skillfully described
everything.
When the new tool was released in 2010, which allowed
configuration files for Zeus 2.0 to be decrypted, a link was
disseminated on one of the forums the subsequent day. Four
months later, on another forum, a tutorial on how to use the
tool is posted in Russian:
Hello everyone. Today we will use Config Decryp-
tor for ZeuS 2.0 This software will not help you
if you dont have a bot on the workstation with
configuration. So go ahead .. You need these: 1)
VMware-workstation (any version. I use 5 – it is
easier and simpler) 2) Config Decryptor for ZeuS
2.0 3) 3) Sober head and straight arms. [step-by-step
instructions] Open the file Config and start looking
and analyzing it’s contents =) Good luck to all
The resulting discussion indicated that some users had de-
crypted the configuration files, although their perception of
the value varied:
Very big cons is that the result is a complete mess
with injects. there are some people who founds this
mess completely useful:) As dear [username] said
to me: it is better to rewrite everything from scratch
than collect unclear pieces!
A further development following the evolution of Zeus is the
advertisement of a Zeus subscription service, which includes
webinjects and configuration, as well as 1 000 installs, for
a monthly fee. This advertisement, which follows the ‘as-a-
service’ business model, came out shortly after the source code
for version 2.0.8.9 was leaked:
[RESELLING] Zeus 2.0.8.9 FULL SETUP + WE-
BINJECTS + VNC + INSTALLS Hello Guys, I’m
reselling my account of Zeus 2.0.8.9 bin which in-
cluded: – Zeus 2.0.8.9 already installed and ready to
use; – Zeus Webinjects included; – Zeus Config.bin;
– Zeus .EXE FUD; – Zeus VNC + tutorial; – Zeus 1k
Installs (worldwide) included. Is hosted on offshore
hosting and have a bulletproof domain. First month
is free (included on price). If you want to continue
using it you have to pay $50 / month. Price: $250
(LR or WMZ) ESCROW WELCOMED
There were also indications that the leak of the source code
may have encouraged others to become involved with trying
out Zeus when they had not otherwise:
Hello, venerable carders. I assume that with the leak
of the Zeus 2.0.8.9 source code many have attempted
to play with the code. For many of us it makes no
sense to buy expensive bullet-proof hosting services
before we have a working and fully undetectable
Zeus binary configured to work with our specific
IP address. I have attempted to set up a typical web
server on my computer and see if Zeus 2.0.8.9 source
code can produce anything workable. So far I have
been unsuccessful. The produced binary seems to
infect the computer but it does not show up in the
control panel for some reason. I suggest we join
forces together and share ideas to produce something
that will be of benefit to everyone here on the forum.
[...]
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Our qualitative analysis of cybercrime forum data pro-
vides solid support for the suggestion put forward by Ta-
jalizadehkhoob et al. [35] in their quantitative study that
configuration files must have been “shared, sold, and stolen”.
We found that cybercrime offenders utilising Zeus toolk-
its face a number of risks. Not only may they have their
configuration files stolen, but also the malware they use may
contain backdoors, leading to the credentials they steal being
subsequently stolen by others, and their botnets taken over.
They may also fall victim to the malware themselves, with a
webinject for WebMoney, a popular digital currency used in
stolen data markets for accepting payments, included with a
bundle of other targets that had been shared. In addition to
sharing, selling, and stealing, offenders referred to the trading
of configuration files.
Our results also provide evidence that individual offenders
are active on multiple forums, and that questions posed on
some forums were more likely to elicit a response than others.
Care was also taken by offenders to delete some messages,
presumably when they no longer served a purpose, and to
curtail the type of questions that were asked on publicly facing
discussion boards. However, answers to questions were also
provided, even when no longer required, so that they could be
of assistance to others at a future date.
Discussions about Zeus changed and reacted to the evolution
of the malware. The leaking of the source code was rapidly fol-
lowed by offenders seeking to monetise the now-free software
by providing an ‘as-a-service’ subscription, which includes
hosting, configuration and installs. The release of tools to
decrypt configuration files was also closely followed and
disseminated on the forums.
Posts show that, assuming the accuser is correct and of-
fenders are stealing configuration files from others, the tools
used for security research may be used for nefarious purposes.
We caution against using this finding to argue that tools to
decrypt configuration files should not be developed or publicly
released, as they may be used for bad as well as good.
Trust is an important element of the online forums, enabling
the sharing of information. However, by promoting distrust,
such as the fear that others will steal from them more than
they are willing to share, it may have an overall disruptive
effect.
While we have attempted to overcome the significant dif-
ficulties associated with this challenging area of research, a
number of limitations of our research design must be high-
lighted. Firstly, the data may not include the most experienced
criminals that used Zeus, particularly if their skills are already
well developed and they employ good operational security. It
may be that it only the recent entrants to the field who are
willing to post questions and share their experiences.
Secondly, the data does not capture other ways that knowl-
edge is transmitted, such as IRC, face-to-face communications,
or private boards. While the number of forums that were
included in the dataset is extensive they are only available
for research because these were the forums that were targeted
for takedown or seizure, or that compromised and leaked. This
selection process may have introduced bias into our results.
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